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Abstract. A new direction in improving modern dialogue systems is
to make a human-machine dialogue more similar to a human-human
dialogue. This can be done by adding more input modalities, e.g. facial
expression recognition. A common problem in a human-machine dialogue
where the angry face may give a clue is the recurrent misunderstanding
of the user by the system. This paper describes recognizing facial expressions in frontal images using eigenspaces. For the classification of facial
expressions, rather than using the whole image we classify regions which
do not differ between subjects and at the same time are meaningful for
facial expressions. Using this face mask for training and classification of
joy and anger expressions of the face, we achieved an improvement of
up to 11% absolute. The portability to other classification problems is
shown by a gender classification.

1

Introduction

Dialogue systems nowadays are constructed to be used by a normal human being,
i.e. a naive user. Neither are these users familiar with “drag and drop” nor do
they want to read thick manuals about a lot of unnecessary functionality. Rather
modern dialogue systems try to behave similar to a human-human dialogue in
order to be used by such naive users. But what does a human-human dialogue
looks like?
A human being uses much more input information than the spoken words
during a conversation with another human being: the ears to hear the words and
the vocal expression, the eyes to recognize movements of the body and facial
muscles, the nose to smell where somebody has been, and the skin to recognize
physical contact. In the following we will concentrate on facial expressions. Facial expressions are not only emotional states of a user but also internal states
affecting his interaction with a dialogue system, e.g. helplessness or irritation.
At the moment, there are several approaches to enhance modern dialogue systems. The dialogue system SmartKom introduced in [Wah01] which is funded by
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the BMBF1 is also one of the new powerful dialogue systems. It is a multimodal
multimedial system which uses speech, gesture and facial expression as input
channels for a human-machine dialogue. The output is a combination of images,
animation and speech synthesis.
One idea of facial expression recognition is to get as soon as possible a hint
for an angry user in order to modify the dialogue strategies of the system and to
give more support. This prevents the users from getting disappointed up to such
an extent that they would never ever use the system again. If a system wants to
know about the users internal state by observing the face, it first has to localize
the face and then recognize the facial expression.
The task of facial expression recognition is to determine the emotional state
of a person. A common method is to identify facial action units (AU). These
AU were defined by Paul Ekman in [Ekm78]. In [Tia01] a neural-network is
used to recognize AU from the coordinates of facial features like lip corners
or the curve of eye brows. To determine the muscle movement from the optical
flow when showing facial expressions is the task in [Ess95]. It is supplemented by
temporal information to form a spatial-temporal motion energy model which can
be compared to different models for the facial expressions. In [Kir90] eigenspaces
and face symmetry are used to characterize a human face.

2

Algorithm

We propose a method where only pixels that are significant for facial expressions
are used to create an eigenspace for facial expression recognition. These significant pixels are selected automatically by a training set of face images showing
facial expressions. First we give a short introduction to standard eigenspaces.
Then we show their disadvantages and introduce our face mask as improvement.
2.1

Introduction to Eigenspaces

Eigenspace methods are well known in the topic of face recognition (e.g. [Tur91],
[Yam00], [Mog94]). In a standard face recognition system, one eigenspace for
each person is created using different images of this person. Later, when classifying a photo of an unknown person, this image is projected using each of the
eigenspaces. The reconstruction error of the principal component representation
is an effective indicator of a match.
To create an eigenspace with training images a partial Karhunen-Loéve transformation, also called principal component analysis (PCA) is used. It is a dimensionality reduction scheme that maximizes the scatter of all projected samples,
using N sample images of a person {x1 , x2 , . . . , xN } taking values in an ndimensional feature space. Let µ be the mean image of all feature vectors. The
1
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Fig. 1. The leftmost image is the average image of all training images for the anger
eigenspace. The following images are some of the high order eigenvectors (eigenfaces)
of this eigenspace, which model brightness of eyes, face shape, lightning and lips.

total scatter matrix is then defined as
ST =

N
X

(xk − µ)(xk − µ)T .

(1)

k=1

In PCA, the optimal projection Wopt to a lower dimensional subspace is chosen
to maximize the determinant of the total scatter matrix of the projected samples,
Wopt = arg max |W T ST W | = [w1 , w2 , . . . , wm ]
W

(2)

where {wi |i = 1, 2, . . . m} is the set of n-dimensional eigenvectors of ST corresponding to the set of decreasing eigenvalues. These eigenvectors have the same
dimension as the input vectors and are referred to as Eigenfaces.
In the following sections we assume that high order eigenvectors correspond
to high eigenvalues. Therefore high order eigenvectors hold more relevant information.

2.2

Disadvantages of Standard Eigenspaces

An advantage and as well a disadvantage of eigenspace methods is their capability of finding significant differences between the input samples which need
not be significant for the classification problem. This feature enables eigenspace
methods to model a given sample of a n-dimensional feature space in an optimal
way using only a m-dimensional space.
But if one has significant differences between training samples not relevant
for separating the classes, nevertheless they appear in the high order eigenvalues and maybe fudge the classifying result. An example for such differences of
training samples is lighting. Training samples created under different lighting
conditions constitute an eigenspace which model the light in high order eigenvectors. In Figure 1 the first five eigenvectors (often called eigenfaces) from an
anger eigenspace can be seen modeling light and face contour but not facial expressions. Therefore in face recognition often the first p eigenvectors are deleted
as described in [Bel96].
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Eigenfaces for Facial Expression Recognition

When using eigenfaces for facial expression recognition of unknown faces, one
possibility is to calculate one eigenspace for each facial expression from a labeled
database of different persons.
The classification procedure corresponds to that of face recognition: project
a new image to each eigenspace and select the eigenspace which best describes
the input image. This is accomplished by calculating the residual description
error.
In addition to the disadvantage mentioned above, a problem for facial expression classification is that the person itself, whose facial expression should be
classified, is unknown.
Each person uses a different smile. Each person has a different appearance of
the neutral face. But each smile of each person should be classified as smile. And
even facial expressions result from very subtle changes in the face and therefore
do not show up in the high order eigenvectors.

2.4

Adapting Eigenfaces for Facial Expression Recognition

In order to deal with this fact we tried to eliminate parts of the face with a
high level of changes between different persons which do not contribute to facial
expressions. To find out which parts of the face are unnecessary for classifying
facial expression, we also use an eigenspace approach.
Imagine we have a training set Fκ of l samples yi with similar characteristics
for each class Ωκ , κ ∈ 1, . . . k. Thus there is different illumination, different face
shape etc. in each set Fκ . Reconstructing one image with each of our eigenspaces
results in k different samples. The reconstructed images do not differ in characteristics like illumination, because this is modeled by each eigenspace. But they
differ in facial expression specific regions, such as the mouth area.
So we can obtain a mask vector m as the average of difference images using
a training set S. For a two class problem this is done in the following way,
m=

1 X T
V1 (y i − µ1 ) − V2T (y i − µ2 )
|S|

(3)

y i ∈S

where |S| stands for the cardinality of set S and VκT is the eigenspace for class κ.
In Figure 2 the smile and anger face of a man are projected to both eigenspace
and the resulting difference images are shown. Before training an eigenspace,
we now delete vector components (in this case pixels) from all training samples
whose corresponding component of the mask vector m is smaller than a threshold
θ. The threshold is selected heuristically at the moment. The same components
must be deleted from an image before classification. A positive side effect is the
reduction of feature dimension. The face mask used for our experiments (see.
Figure 3) eliminates about 25% of all pixels.
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Fig. 2. The first image is the smile face followed by the difference when projecting
this image to smile and anger eigenspace. The next images are the anger face and its
difference image.

Fig. 3. The first image is an average of faces projected to smile and anger eigenspaces.
This image binarised with a threshold of θ = 210 is the next to the right. All white
pixels are deleted before further computation. The next two images are equivalent, but
trained for gender classification. The used threshold is θ = 165.

3

Data

All experiments described in this article are performed using the AR-Face Database [Mar98]. From this database we selected one image per person showing
a smile or angry facial expression. This results in 270 images altogether: 32%
with glasses and 17% with facial hair. The whole set was split into 4 parts, 3
parts were used for training and one for testing in a leave one out method. No
normalization was done. The tip of the nose, marked by a naive person, served
as a reference point to cut the face from the whole image.
Samples of this database are displayed in Figure 4.

4

Experiments

4.1 Facial Expression Mask
The first task is to generate a mask which emphasizes regions of the face important for facial expressions and deletes other regions. We use a set of training

Fig. 4. Three persons from AR-Face Database showing smile and angry facial expressions.
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Fig. 5. Recognition rate compared to false alarm rate when using grey level images
and a threshold of 210.

images, to create one anger- and one smile-eigenspace. The same set of images
is used to create a mask using equation 3.
This means in detail: project and reproject one image with each eigenspace,
subtract the resulting images, calculate an average image over all difference
images created from the training set.
Using a threshold θ the mask image is converted to a binary image. Preliminary experiments showed 210 to be a suitable value when using 1 byte of color
information for each channel. Such a binarised mask with the corresponding
average image can be seen in Figure 3.
4.2

Facial Expression Classification

The images used for the experiments are similar to the faces in Figure 4 and
have a size of 64 × 64 pixels. The classes used were anger and smile.
To get an idea of the obtained improvement by the face mask, we show both
ROC-curves in one chart, see Figure 5. When using grey level information of an
image the improvement is about 11% points for a low false alarm rate. For rgb
images we achieve an improvement of 5%. The total recognition rates are 95%
for rgb and 93% for grey level images.
To prove the portability of our method to other classification problems, we
implemented a female/male classifier. The recognition rates achieved without
facial masks were 94% for a medium false alarm rate. The face masks obtained
an improvement of 2% absolute.
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Application

The knowledge about a users internal state is important to a modern personalized dialogue system. The possible internal user state not only include anger and
happiness but also helplessness or confusing. An example application for giving
useful information to an automatic dialogue system by analyzing facial expression is a dialogue about current television program. A happy face of a user when
getting information about a thriller indicates an affectation for thriller. From
now on this user can be lead to a happy mood when thriller are presented to
him first while information about other genres is presented afterwards.
Up to now there are no results from naive persons using a dialogue system
which uses information about their emotional state. The reason for this is that on
the one hand the users must not know about this functionality of the dialogue
system in order to show natural behavior. On the other hand they should be
familiar with the system because the dialogue must be as similar as possible to
a human-human interaction.
In Wizard-of-Oz experiments the users seemed not to be confused by the
facial camera, they forgot being filmed during the dialogue. The questionnaires
which are filled out after each dialogue showed the users are not aware of facial
expressions influencing the dialogue. They are content with the system and would
like to use it an other time.

6

Conclusion

Our experiments show that significant information for discriminating facial expressions can not be found in the high order eigenvectors of standard eigenspaces.
Moreover fudging information is represented by the high order eigenvectors. This
is avoided by using masked faces for the eigenspace training. The used facial mask
is automatically trained from a set of faces showing different expressions. It emphasizes discriminating facial regions and fades out unnecessary or mistakable
parts.
Using this face mask for training and classification of joy and anger expressions of the face, we achieve an improvement of 11% when using grey level
images. The described method for data selection to train eigenspaces for facial
expression recognition can be used for other classification task, too. A separate
face mask is necessary, because different features of faces appear at different
positions in a face. When using this method for gender classification it results
to an improvement of 2%.
The next steps for us will be to increase the recognition rates for the rgb
case by a more detailed mask and the application of the mask method to the
detection of faces using eigenspace methods.

7

Remarks

There are lots of differences between facial expressions. E.g. neither does each
smile result from the same positive emotional state of a person nor does each
September 2003, DAGM Magdeburg
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person express a positive emotional state with the same smile. A smile may
express love to someone else but a slightly different smile says ’I am sorry’.
The same is true for anger. And especially anger is an emotional state which is
expressed in very different manners by different individuals. Some form wrinkles
at the forehead, others nearly close their eyes, knit their eyebrows or press the
lips together.
But angry is besides helplessness the most important state for an automatic
human-machine dialogue system a user can be in. The anger of a user gives a hint
for problems in communication which should be solved by the dialogue system.
Of course it would be nice to know that a user is happy and satisfied with the
system but in this case no system reaction is necessary.
The angry and neutral state of a person are those states which are most difficult to discriminate. A human person produced 50% false alarms and 95% recognition rate when classifying anger vs. neutral faces from the described database.
The reason for this high false alarm rate is that, as mentioned above anger is
expressed in very different ways and people often hide anger. The classification
of facial expressions of a familiar person is much easier for the human as well as
for an automatic system.
The recognition rates for the classification of angry and neutral user states
are much lower than for angry and smile. Using a mask with a threshold θ = 135
for grey level images it is 70%.
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